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introducing poetry prose songs and theatre from nigeria this engaging volume blends translated extracts with a
rich commentary on the historical development and modern context of this hugely creative culture examining
imaginative prose writing the tale tradition popular song islamic religious poetry and modern tv drama amongst
other topics this is a clear and accessible book on a literary culture that has previously been little known to the
english speaking readership alhaji sir ahmadu bello the premier of the northern region of nigeria was thought by
many to be the most powerful figure in nigeria the descendant of the great reformer shehu usuman dan fodio the
sardauna grew up in the atmosphere of the muslim and aristocratic tradition of the fulani conquerors of northern
nigeria he reached maturity in a nigeria that was rapidly advancing towards independent nationhood with political
institutions deriving largely from the traditions of the christian west as leader of the northern peoples congress
the majority political party in northern nigeria the sardauna became the first premier of that region in 1954 why
do famines occur and how have their effects changed through time why are those who produce food so often the
casualties of famines looking at the food crisis that struck the west african sahel during the 1970s michael j watts
examines the relationships between famine climate and political economy through a longue durée history and a
detailed village study watts argues that famines are socially produced and that the market is as fickle and
incalculable as the weather droughts are natural occurrences matters of climatic change but famines expose the
inner workings of society politics and markets his analysis moves from household and individual farming practices
in the face of climatic variability to the incorporation of african peasants into the global circuits of capitalism in
the colonial and postcolonial periods silent violence powerfully combines a case study of food crises in africa with
an analysis of the way capitalism developed in northern nigeria and how peasants struggle to maintain rural
livelihoods as the west african sahel confronts another food crisis and continuing food insecurity for millions of
peasants silent violence speaks in a compelling way to contemporary agrarian dynamics food provisioning systems
and the plight of the african poor the nine contributions in the trade in papers marked with non latin characters
initiated by anne regourd approach global history through the paper trade in africa and asia mainly in the 19th
20th c les neuf contributions de le commerce des papiers à marques à caractères non latins dont anne regourd éd
est à l initiative projette de traiter d histoire globale par le commerce du papier principalement en afrique et en
asie des xixe et xxe s mohammed bashir salau addresses the neglected literature on atlantic slavery in west africa
by looking at the plantation operations at fanisau in hausaland and in the process provides an innovative look at
one piece of the historically significant sokoto caliphate situation theory is the result of an interdisciplinary effort
to create a full fledged theory of information created by scholars and scientists from cognitive science computer
science ai linguistics logic philosophy and mathematics the theory is forging a common set of tools for the analysis
of phenomena from all these fields this volume presents work that evolved out of the second conference on
situation theory and its applications twenty six essays exhibit the wide range of the theory covering such topics as
natural language semantics philosophical issues about information mathematical applications and the visual
representation of information in computer systems jon barwise is a professor of philosophy mathematics and logic
at indiana university in bloomington jean mark gawron is a researcher at sri international and a consultant at
hewlett packard laboratories gordon plotkin is a professor of theoretical computer science at the university of
edinburgh syun tutiya is in the philosophy department at chiba university in japan situation theory is the result of
an interdisciplinary effort to create a full fledged theory of information created by scholars and scientists from
cognitive science computer science and ai linguistics logic philosophy and mathematics it aims to provide a
common set of tools for the analysis of phenomena from all these fields unlike shannon weaver type theories of
information which are purely quantitative theories situation theory aims at providing tools for the analysis of the
specific content of a situation signal message data base statement or other information carrying situation the
question addressed is not how much information is carried but what information is carried originally published in
1974 this book is a valuable contribution to the literature about the african context of public administration the
application of research to public administration and the communication of research findings are discussed in
depth all aspects of the subject are presented non university based non academic institutes as well as
undergraduate and post graduate programmes the book concludes with some non african comparisons from
australia france the usa and uk currents of thought in african sociology and the global community focuses on
research findings further enriched in the realm of the emergent indigenous african sociology within a global
context an authentic guide it has potential to expose readers to the intricacy of research in its various
ramifications its uniqueness consists in casting in an explanatory framework what each of the subdisciplines of
sociology is all about while simultaneously discussing the theoretical and methodological orientations in which the
accompanying research findings are situated the transition of sociology in africa inextricably tied in with global
dimension is its major theme and discussion questions exercises and essays at the end of each chapter constitute a
stimulating teaching tool its theoretical coverage straddles a wide variety of paradigms from structural functional
theory and conflict theory to symbolic interactionism ethnomethodology dramaturgy exchange theory etc the book
will be of use in courses in sociology anthropology research methods global human issues african and african
american studies third world societies and criminal justice besides it constitutes an experiential celebration of
deivory towerism emphasizing the involvement of the academic citadel with the community author s address 3306
shannon road albany georgia 31721 usa for more information please visit elufiede com you may also purchase the
book at amazon com and barnes and noble the variety of land questions facing africa and the divergent strategies
proposed to resolve them continue to evoke debates increasingly in response to the enduring problems of land
tenure there are land movements of all shapes and orientations some reformist and others quite revolutionary in
their agenda however revolutionary land movements have tended to ignore the land tenure interests of women
pastoralists youth and indigenous people several of these longstanding and emerging issues in land tenure include
the role of the state in land tenure reforms urban land questions the nature of land struggles and improvements
and the impact of land tenure developments on particular social groups and countries an overarching concern is
the extent to which land rights are being commodified through the conversion of land held under customary
tenure systems into marketised systems the consequences of this include growing land concentration land tenure
insecurities diminishing access to land by various sections of society including the poor women and less dominant
ethno religious groups this volume brings together different studies on africa s land questions exploring emerging
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land issues on the continent in terms of the wider questions of development citizenship and democratisation the
chapters discuss the land question through a variety of themes some focus on the agrarian aspects of the land
questions while others elucidate the urban dimensions of the land question originally published in 1990 a look at
the vast historically and socially complex nature of the nigeria this book is intended to share what he has learned
about public policy and administration in africa over the past ten years this book is based upon a decade of
research reflection and writing the field research period corresponds with the addresses the issues faced by
developing nations in attempting to secure sustainable economic development this is the first comprehensive
grammar of nigerian pidgin this book provides basic descriptive and analytical treatment of the syntax
morphology and phonology of a language which may soon become the most widely spoken in all of africa originally
published in 1987 this book traces the broad outlines of urban food policy drawing attention to the limited
knowledge of regional social history urban food supply systems in africa have developed very fast in the midst of
societies in which food production was not in general oriented to feeding distant populations of specialist
consumers institutional and political links had to be forged between town and country if food supply was to be
cheap and predictable this volume explores the political and material dynamics of urban food supply through 4
case studies kano yaoundé dar es salaam and harare originally published between 1986 and 1989 the 8 volumes in
this set reflect the research and debate surrounding many issues for the african economy society and culture and
as such make a vital contribution to effective development both rural and urban they re issue key titles from the
international african library and the international african seminars and address themes of direct relevance to
contemporary africa on topics as diverse as medicine migration housing pastorialism and marriage winner of the
hart slsa book prize 2024 this book explores the narratives and experiences of people in the global south as they
encounter the impact of international law in their lives it looks specifically at approaches to international
migrations and the law as states in the global south confront migration related challenges taking a case study
approach drawn from the experiences of undocumented and displaced migrants in china and nigeria the book
shows how informal justice systems not only exist but are upheld with an innovative analysis drawing both on
intersectionality and a third world approaches to international law twail it moves away from the classic
international versus regional and domestic law approach to reveal the experience of the third world in relation to
the law this fascinating study will appeal to international law human rights and immigration scholars as well as
those in the field of development studies
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Occasional Paper 1970
introducing poetry prose songs and theatre from nigeria this engaging volume blends translated extracts with a
rich commentary on the historical development and modern context of this hugely creative culture examining
imaginative prose writing the tale tradition popular song islamic religious poetry and modern tv drama amongst
other topics this is a clear and accessible book on a literary culture that has previously been little known to the
english speaking readership

Occasional Paper 1966*
alhaji sir ahmadu bello the premier of the northern region of nigeria was thought by many to be the most powerful
figure in nigeria the descendant of the great reformer shehu usuman dan fodio the sardauna grew up in the
atmosphere of the muslim and aristocratic tradition of the fulani conquerors of northern nigeria he reached
maturity in a nigeria that was rapidly advancing towards independent nationhood with political institutions
deriving largely from the traditions of the christian west as leader of the northern peoples congress the majority
political party in northern nigeria the sardauna became the first premier of that region in 1954

Sir Ahmadu Bello 1992
why do famines occur and how have their effects changed through time why are those who produce food so often
the casualties of famines looking at the food crisis that struck the west african sahel during the 1970s michael j
watts examines the relationships between famine climate and political economy through a longue durée history
and a detailed village study watts argues that famines are socially produced and that the market is as fickle and
incalculable as the weather droughts are natural occurrences matters of climatic change but famines expose the
inner workings of society politics and markets his analysis moves from household and individual farming practices
in the face of climatic variability to the incorporation of african peasants into the global circuits of capitalism in
the colonial and postcolonial periods silent violence powerfully combines a case study of food crises in africa with
an analysis of the way capitalism developed in northern nigeria and how peasants struggle to maintain rural
livelihoods as the west african sahel confronts another food crisis and continuing food insecurity for millions of
peasants silent violence speaks in a compelling way to contemporary agrarian dynamics food provisioning systems
and the plight of the african poor

Ahmadu Bello University Journal of Educational Review 1997
the nine contributions in the trade in papers marked with non latin characters initiated by anne regourd approach
global history through the paper trade in africa and asia mainly in the 19th 20th c les neuf contributions de le
commerce des papiers à marques à caractères non latins dont anne regourd éd est à l initiative projette de traiter
d histoire globale par le commerce du papier principalement en afrique et en asie des xixe et xxe s

Poetry, Prose and Popular Culture in Hausa 2019-07-30
mohammed bashir salau addresses the neglected literature on atlantic slavery in west africa by looking at the
plantation operations at fanisau in hausaland and in the process provides an innovative look at one piece of the
historically significant sokoto caliphate

My Life 1962-01-02
situation theory is the result of an interdisciplinary effort to create a full fledged theory of information created by
scholars and scientists from cognitive science computer science ai linguistics logic philosophy and mathematics
the theory is forging a common set of tools for the analysis of phenomena from all these fields this volume
presents work that evolved out of the second conference on situation theory and its applications twenty six essays
exhibit the wide range of the theory covering such topics as natural language semantics philosophical issues about
information mathematical applications and the visual representation of information in computer systems jon
barwise is a professor of philosophy mathematics and logic at indiana university in bloomington jean mark gawron
is a researcher at sri international and a consultant at hewlett packard laboratories gordon plotkin is a professor
of theoretical computer science at the university of edinburgh syun tutiya is in the philosophy department at chiba
university in japan

Hafsatu Ahmadu Bello 1995
situation theory is the result of an interdisciplinary effort to create a full fledged theory of information created by
scholars and scientists from cognitive science computer science and ai linguistics logic philosophy and
mathematics it aims to provide a common set of tools for the analysis of phenomena from all these fields unlike
shannon weaver type theories of information which are purely quantitative theories situation theory aims at
providing tools for the analysis of the specific content of a situation signal message data base statement or other
information carrying situation the question addressed is not how much information is carried but what information
is carried

Silent Violence 2013-02-01
originally published in 1974 this book is a valuable contribution to the literature about the african context of
public administration the application of research to public administration and the communication of research
findings are discussed in depth all aspects of the subject are presented non university based non academic
institutes as well as undergraduate and post graduate programmes the book concludes with some non african
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comparisons from australia france the usa and uk

A.B.U. in Perspective 1982
currents of thought in african sociology and the global community focuses on research findings further enriched in
the realm of the emergent indigenous african sociology within a global context an authentic guide it has potential
to expose readers to the intricacy of research in its various ramifications its uniqueness consists in casting in an
explanatory framework what each of the subdisciplines of sociology is all about while simultaneously discussing
the theoretical and methodological orientations in which the accompanying research findings are situated the
transition of sociology in africa inextricably tied in with global dimension is its major theme and discussion
questions exercises and essays at the end of each chapter constitute a stimulating teaching tool its theoretical
coverage straddles a wide variety of paradigms from structural functional theory and conflict theory to symbolic
interactionism ethnomethodology dramaturgy exchange theory etc the book will be of use in courses in sociology
anthropology research methods global human issues african and african american studies third world societies
and criminal justice besides it constitutes an experiential celebration of deivory towerism emphasizing the
involvement of the academic citadel with the community

Abstracts of Publications in Ahmadu Bello University Teaching
Hospital, Shika-Zaria, 1999-2006 2007
author s address 3306 shannon road albany georgia 31721 usa for more information please visit elufiede com you
may also purchase the book at amazon com and barnes and noble

Ahmadu Bello University Journal of Counselling and Human
Development 2003
the variety of land questions facing africa and the divergent strategies proposed to resolve them continue to evoke
debates increasingly in response to the enduring problems of land tenure there are land movements of all shapes
and orientations some reformist and others quite revolutionary in their agenda however revolutionary land
movements have tended to ignore the land tenure interests of women pastoralists youth and indigenous people
several of these longstanding and emerging issues in land tenure include the role of the state in land tenure
reforms urban land questions the nature of land struggles and improvements and the impact of land tenure
developments on particular social groups and countries an overarching concern is the extent to which land rights
are being commodified through the conversion of land held under customary tenure systems into marketised
systems the consequences of this include growing land concentration land tenure insecurities diminishing access
to land by various sections of society including the poor women and less dominant ethno religious groups this
volume brings together different studies on africa s land questions exploring emerging land issues on the
continent in terms of the wider questions of development citizenship and democratisation the chapters discuss the
land question through a variety of themes some focus on the agrarian aspects of the land questions while others
elucidate the urban dimensions of the land question

The Trade in Papers Marked with Non-Latin Characters / Le
commerce des papiers à marques à caractères non-latins 2018-07-23
originally published in 1990 a look at the vast historically and socially complex nature of the nigeria this book is
intended to share what he has learned about public policy and administration in africa over the past ten years this
book is based upon a decade of research reflection and writing the field research period corresponds with the

Village Studies in the Third World 1974
addresses the issues faced by developing nations in attempting to secure sustainable economic development

Serials Currently Received by the National Agricultural Library, a
Keyword Index 1976
this is the first comprehensive grammar of nigerian pidgin this book provides basic descriptive and analytical
treatment of the syntax morphology and phonology of a language which may soon become the most widely spoken
in all of africa

Serials Currently Received by the National Agricultural Library, 1975
1992
originally published in 1987 this book traces the broad outlines of urban food policy drawing attention to the
limited knowledge of regional social history urban food supply systems in africa have developed very fast in the
midst of societies in which food production was not in general oriented to feeding distant populations of specialist
consumers institutional and political links had to be forged between town and country if food supply was to be
cheap and predictable this volume explores the political and material dynamics of urban food supply through 4
case studies kano yaoundé dar es salaam and harare

A Survey of Agricultural Economics Literature 1983
originally published between 1986 and 1989 the 8 volumes in this set reflect the research and debate surrounding
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many issues for the african economy society and culture and as such make a vital contribution to effective
development both rural and urban they re issue key titles from the international african library and the
international african seminars and address themes of direct relevance to contemporary africa on topics as diverse
as medicine migration housing pastorialism and marriage

Zaria Archaeology Papers 2011-09-12
winner of the hart slsa book prize 2024 this book explores the narratives and experiences of people in the global
south as they encounter the impact of international law in their lives it looks specifically at approaches to
international migrations and the law as states in the global south confront migration related challenges taking a
case study approach drawn from the experiences of undocumented and displaced migrants in china and nigeria
the book shows how informal justice systems not only exist but are upheld with an innovative analysis drawing
both on intersectionality and a third world approaches to international law twail it moves away from the classic
international versus regional and domestic law approach to reveal the experience of the third world in relation to
the law this fascinating study will appeal to international law human rights and immigration scholars as well as
those in the field of development studies

The West African Slave Plantation 1990

Situation Theory and Its Applications: Volume 2 1990

Situation Theory and Its Applications: Volume 3 1973

Economic Analysis of Agricultural Production and Labour Utilisation
Among the Hausa in the North of Nigeria 2023-08-31

Education and Research in Public Administration in Africa 2009

Currents of Thought in African Sociology and the Global Community
1972

Catalog of the Melville J. Herskovits Library of African Studies,
Northwestern University Library (Evanston, Illinois) and Africana in
Selected Libraries 1976

Foreign Affairs Research Special Papers Available 2010-08-03

LABOR UNIONS AND POLITICS 1978-01-01

Evaluation of the Productivities of Maure and Peul Cattle Breeds at
the Sahelian Station, Niono, Mali 1982

Evaluation and Comparisons of Productivities of Indigenous Cattle in
Africa 1978

Hausa Performing Arts and the Emir's Court 1988

List of Journals Indexed by the National Agricultural Library,
1974-76 1974

The National Bibliography of Nigeria 1973

Occasional Paper - CLW Library 2015-12-01
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Foreign Affairs Research Papers Available 2019-09-16

Land in the Struggles for Citizenship in Africa 2014-09-19

Public Policy And Administration In Africa 2002-09-11

The Developing World 2018-08-06

Nigerian Pidgin 2021-02-25

Feeding African Cities 2023-05-18

African Seminars

South-South Migrations and the Law from Below
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